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      THE ROOK / DANIEL O’M
ALLEY

01 JANUARY 2013
Fiction/Fantasy * 228x145mm * 496 pages

E 9781908800879 £7.99 * HB 9781908800374 £16.99 * XTpB 9781908800381 £12.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN xANZ * Rights: Audio, Large Print

 an astonishing fantasy debut following a secret organization,  
the Checquy, that keeps the world safe from supernatural threat.

‘The body you are wearing used to be mine.’  
So begins the letter Myfanwy Thomas is holding when she comes to  

in a London park surrounded by dead bodies wearing latex gloves. With no 
memory of who she is, Myfanwy must follow the instructions her former self left 
behind. She soon learns that she is a rook of the Checquy Court, the highest-

ranking members of Her Majesty’s Supernatural Secret Service. 

and that she possesses rare and lethal supernatural abilities of her own. 

and that someone in her organization wants her dead. 

DaNIEL O’MaLLEy has an Ma in Medieval History. He lives in australia.

‘I love this book…it’s incredibly complex, weirdly funny  
and just fascinating all the way through.’ 

 cHARLAINE HARRIS

‘Loved this! A bit of Jasper Fforde, a bit of x-Files,  
and a lot of droll action and tongue-in-cheek dialogue as we  
follow  the heroine, Myfanwy Thomas, through her adventures.  

Thoroughly enjoyable and highly recommended.’
DEbORAH HARKNESS

‘Just outrageously good. A rich secret world to play in and  
a superpowered and frequently hilarious heroine. What more can 

 you ask from a novel? Reader, The Rook will capture you.’ 
LEv GROSSMAN

‘The Rook is hard to pin down – it defied my expectations at every turn. 
 A supernatural thriller wrapped around a mystery wrapped around a  

cleverly constructed story of self-discovery.’  
cHARLES YU

‘Utterly convincing and engrossing – totally thought through 
and frequently hilarious. The writing is confident and fully fledged. 

Even this aging, jaded, attention-deficit-disordered critic was blown away.’ 
TIME 

‘Stop reading right now and go pick up The Rook. Hands down, 
I have not enjoyed a good supernatural novel this much for some time.’ 

 WIREd
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      THE THREE DAY AFFAIR / M
IcHAEL KARDOS

01 JANUARY 2013
Fiction * 228x145mm * 256 pages
E 9781781852002 £7.99 * HB 9781781850817 £15.99 * XTpB 9781781850824 £12.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN * Rights: Large Print

 a road-trip goes horribly wrong when three men kidnap a young woman. 
The emergence of a phenomenal new voice in crime fiction. 

Will, Jeffrey, and Nolan have been friends since college. Their lives are normal, 
even boring. until one shocking moment changes everything. One night they 
stop at a convenience store for Jeffrey to pick up cigarettes. Within moments, 
Jeffrey comes out of the store looking confused and terrified. He is dragging a 
young woman towards Will’s car and shouting at him to drive. In a moment of 

madness, he has robbed the store, and she is the only witness. 

Suddenly three ordinary men find themselves in an agonizing moral nightmare, 
debating what to do with their hostage. For these friends, three days will decide 
their fate — between freedom and prison, innocence and guilt, life and death. 

MICHaEL KarDOS is the author of the award-winning story collection  
One Last Good Time. He teaches English at Mississippi State university.

‘Finely drawn characters, clever plotting, a fine surprise  
ending and graceful and economical storytelling.’  

booklist

‘An agonizing moral nightmare.’  
kirkus (starred review)

‘Excellent… An intriguing setup, populated with plausible  
characters and enhanced by a vicious closing sting.’

publishers weekly (Books of the Year)
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      THE TW
YNING / TERENcE bLAcKER

01 JANUARY 2013
Fiction * 210x130mm * 400 pages

E 9781781851296 £7.99 * HB  9781781850701 £16.99 * XTpB  9781781850718 £12.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN * Rights: Audio, Large Print

an epic story pitting the human world against the animal. Passionate and  
compelling, at times cruel in its savagery and at others gentle in its compassion.

Change is life. Movement is life. Every citizen of the Kingdom knows this. Even 
our halls and passageways change and move as the Kingdom, like a single beast, 
pushes forward in time, surviving with every new generation. There will always 

be a rat to rule, just as there will always be a Kingdom.

This is how our story begins, before the war with the world above. Before Queen 
Jeniel, and Efren’s defiance. as the old King stood on the rock of State, before 

taking his final journey down the river alone.

TErENCE BLaCKEr is a columnist for the Independent and has written many 
books for adults and children. He is an active member of English PEN.  

www.terenceblacker.com

‘as the procession glided into the Great Hollow, 

 the gathering grew still and silent so that only rhythmic 

chatter of the teeth of The Twyning could be heard.  

Then a stout branch of oak, with a warrior on each side 

and one behind it, came into view. upon the wood there 

lay the still, dignified presence of a single mighty rat.

There was a note, high and heartfelt, from a member of 

the Twyning. another replied, followed by a third. It was 

the first time in my young life that I had heard the sound 

of a plaining, and it seemed to reach into me, making 

every muscle tremble. The congregation replied. at first it 

was like a general whisper, caressing the senses, but soon 

it grew in volume until it echoed off the high ceiling and 

around the glistening walls of the Great Hollow.

In that moment I knew that nothing  

in my life would ever be the same again.’
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      SHOOTING vIcTORIA / PAUL THOM
AS M

URPHY

01 JANUARY 2013
Non-Fiction/History * 234x153mm * 688 pages

E 9781781851982 £9.99 * HB 9781781851272 £25 
Territories: bcOM xcAN * Rights: Audio, Large Print

an exploration of what Elizabeth Barrett Browning called ‘this strange  
popular mania for queen-shooting’; a free-spirited, uninhibited and utterly  

fascinating ramble through 19th century history.

During Queen Victoria’s 64-year reign an astounding eight attempts were made 
on her life. Murphy follows each of her would-be regicides from their attacks up 
to their deaths many years later: dipping in to literature, penology, constitutional 
theory and even ballistics, and stimulating highly topical thoughts along the way.

Shooting Victoria is historical narrative at its most thrilling: illuminating  
Victorian England in fresh, surprising, and often hilarious ways. Paradoxically, 
as thrones across Europe toppled, the Queen’s putative assassins contributed 

greatly to the strengthening of the monarchy. as Victoria herself pluckily 
remarked: ‘It is worth being shot at to see how much one is loved’.

PauL THOMaS MurPHy is a professor at the university of Colorado.

VICTOrIa’S SEVEN aSSaSSINS

u edward oxford u

In 1840, Oxford shot twice at the Queen as she rode 
in her carriage on Constitution Hill. a loner, and the 

self-appointed leader of an anarchist faction that  
existed solely in his head, Oxford was acquitted of 

High Treason on the grounds of insanity. 

u  john francis u

In May 1842, nineteen-year-old Francis – a stagehand 
at Covent Garden who turned to petty crime on 

 losing his job – shot at the Queen whilst she rode in 
her open carriage down the Mall. He served a sen-
tence of hard labour in a remote penal colony and 

died a wealthy man in Melbourne.  

u  john william bean u

Later in 1842, the depressed, hunchbacked dwarf 
John Bean raised another pistol at Victoria in the 
hope of being executed for his exertions. Instead,  

he served 18 months in Millbank Prison, and  
finally resorted to poisoning himself with opium.

u  william hamilton u

unemployed and destitute, craving the comfort of 
a prison cell, Hamilton shot a pistol at Victoria’s 

open carriage on Constitution Hill in 1849. 

u  robert pate u

In 1850, Pate – a former army officer of private means 
suffering what may have been Obsessive Compulsive 

Disorder – was taking his constitutional on Park Lane. 
Seeing the Queen in her carriage, Pate barged through 
the crowd and beat her severely about the head with 
his cane for no known reason. He served seven years 
penal transportation, before returning to England to 

settle in some splendour at Croydon.  

u  arthur o’connor u

In 1872, arthur O’Connor (great-nephew of an Irish 
MP) brandished a pistol at Victoria’s open carriage 
as it drove through the gates of Buckingham Palace. 

O’Connor spent 18 months in an asylum before  
being released into society again. 

u  roderick maclean u

In 1882, Maclean, a poet manqué – disgruntled by  
the Queen’s failure to acknowledge verses he had sent 
her and driven into a lunatic rage by the promiscuous 

public display of the colour blue – took aim at  
Victoria in Windsor Station. Beaten to the ground 
with umbrellas by two top-hatted Eton schoolboys,  
Maclean was incarcerated in Broadmoor, where he 

would end his days in 1921. 



12      NIcHOLAS AND ALExANDRA / RObERT K. M
ASSIE

01 JANUARY 2013
Non Fiction/biography * 234x153mm * 608 pages

E 9781781850565 £12.99 * HB 9781908800268 £25
Territories: bcOM xcAN * Rights: Audio, Large Print

Complementing Massie’s Pulitzer-Prize winning Peter the Great, this is  
a superbly crafted and humane portrait of the last days — and last rulers —  

of the russian Empire.

In this commanding book, robert K. Massie sweeps readers back  
to the extraordinary world of imperial russia to tell the story of the ruling 

romanov family: Nicholas’s political naïveté, alexandra’s obsession with the cor-
rupt mystic rasputin and little alexis’s brave struggle with haemophilia. 

against a lavish backdrop of luxury and intrigue, Massie unfolds 
 a powerful drama of passion and history: the story of a doomed empire  

and the death-marked royals who watched it crumble.

rOBErT K. MaSSIE is a Pulitzer Prize-winning, New York Times bestselling  
historian. He lives in New york.

‘at midnight, yurovsky awakened them, telling them to dress 
quickly and come downstairs. He explained that the Czechs  
and the White army were approaching Ekaterinburg. Still  
unsuspecting, the family dressed and Nicholas and alexis  

put on their military caps. Nicholas came down the stairs first,  
carrying alexis. The sleepy boy had his arms tightly around his 

father’s neck. The others followed, with anastasia clutching  
the spaniel Jimmy. On the ground floor, yurovsky led them to  
a small semi-basement room, sixteen by eighteen feet, with a  
heavy iron grill over the window. Here he asked them to wait  

until the automobiles arrived.

When all were assembled, yurovsky reentered the room,  
followed by his entire Cheka squad carrying revolvers. He stepped 

forward and declared quickly, “your relations have tried to save 
you. They have failed. and we must now shoot you.”’

‘a magnificent and intimate picture... Not only the main characters,  
but a whole era become alive and comprehensible.’ 

 HarPer’S

‘a moving, rich and densely documented account of the last romanovs.  
The tale is so bizarre, no melodrama is equal to it.’ NewSweek



a magnificent and memorable keynote of one of the most remarkable books  
in the history of the printed word.

Synopsis copy which is up to 120 words. Total number of lines cannot exceed 
sixteen. as the Season of 1899 gives way to autumn, the Earl of Dilberne’s  
decision to remain in Number 17, Belgrave Square – rather than return the  

to the ancestral acres of Dilberne Court – sends out ripples of concern.

The world is poised on the brink of profound, irrevocable change.
HaBITS OF THE HOuSE explores the impact of this change on Lord  

robert, who has gambled unwisely on the stock market and seeks a place  
in the Cabinet; That is all. Total number of lines cannot exceed eighteen.  

Total number of lines cannot exceed sixteen.

auTHOr BIOG which is short and book based. up to two lines only to  
talk about the author and their life ant, ex experum rem lit ent.

      THE bOOK TITLE / AUTHOR NAM
E

01 JUlY 2012
Fiction/crime * 234x156 mm * 320 pages

E 9780000000789 £7.99 * HB 9780000000123 £12.99 * XTpB 9780000000456 £12.99
Territories: UK cOMM * Rights: E, AU, SL, TN, US
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MEET KATE SHUGAK 
Kate Shugak is a native aleut with a touch of russian heritage 

working as a private investigator in alaska. She’s 5 foot 1 inch tall, 
carries a scar that runs from ear to ear across her throat and owns 
a half-wolf, half-husky named Mutt. Orphaned at eight years old, 

Kate grew up to be resourceful, strong-willed and defiant. She  
is tougher than your average heroine – and she needs to be  

to survive the worst the alaskan wilds can throw at her.

Kate used to work as an investigator for the anchorage Da’s  
office but after her throat was slashed while saving a child, she  
resigned from her job, and returned to the log cabin her father 

built on her tribe’s native lands, deep in alaska’s largest national 
park in the shadow of the Quilak Mountains.

For fourteen months Kate remained in the wilderness – her voice 
cut down to a raspy growl by the jagged scar stretched across her 
neck. Then, during the worst winter on record, a congressman’s 

son disappears... Two weeks later, the Da’s investigator sent to find 
him is also reported missing. The FBI turn to the one person they 
think has the skills to track down the missing men in the depths  
of an alaskan winter. This is where you’ll meet Kate in book one,  

a Cold Day for Murder.

Over the next 19 books, Kate will investigate murders both ancient 
and modern, she’ll work under cover in the arctic Circle, go to 

sea, sign up as a bodyguard, track missing tribal relics and fight for 
the aleut way of life. Kate will be forced into hiding, she’ll witness 
the violent death of her closest friend and she’ll face extreme peril 
herself. She’ll even end up adopting a teenage boy. Just as well that 

she’ll have Mutt at her side throughout it all.

...NOW GET TO KNOW HER PROPERLY 
In January 2013, Kate Shugak, Mutt and Dana Stabenow make their long  
overdue debut in Britain. By May 2014, all 20 Kate Shugak novels will be  

available in ebook and paperback. 

01 JANUARY 2013 01 JANUARY 2013 01 JANUARY 2013 01 FEBRUARY 2013 01 mARcH 2013

01 ApRil 2013 01 mAY 2013 01 JUNE 2013 01 JUlY 2013 01 AUGUST 2013

01SEpTEmBER 2013 01 ocToBER 2013 01 NovEmBER 2013 01 dEcEmBER 2013 01 JANUARY 2014

01 FEBRUARY 2014 01 mARcH 2014 01 ApRil 2014 01 mAY 2014 01 JUNE 2014
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Fiction/crime * 228x145 mm * 320 pages
E 9781781852897 £7.99 * HB 9781781851203 £15.99 * XTpB 9781781851210 £12.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN * Rights: Audio, Large Print

alaskan investigator Kate Shugak becomes entangled in bitter tribal  
rivalries in her twentieth murder case and first uK hardback outing.

One hundred years of bad blood between two alaskan villages come to a boil 
when the body of a young Kushtaka man is found wedged in a fish wheel.

 Sergeant Jim Chopin’s prime suspect is a Kuskulana man who is already in  
trouble in both villages for falling in love across the river. But when he disap-
pears, both tribes refuse to speak to Jim – so when there’s a second murder 
which looks suspiciously like payback, Jim calls on Kate Shugak for help. 

Now Kate must untangle the village tales of tragedy and revenge  
if she is to find the truth before it’s too late...

DaNa STaBENOW was born in alaska and raised on a 75-foot
fishing trawler. She won an Edgar award for her first Kate Shugak novel. 

      bAD bLOOD / DANA STAbENOW

I WaS BOrN in anchorage, alaska on March 27, 1952, and 
raised on a 75-foot fish trawler in the Gulf of alaska.

When I wasn’t seasick I wrote stories about NOrMaL children 
who lived on SHOrE, and made my mother read them. Probably 

some of my best work.

In 1991 my editor sniffed out the existence of the first Kate Shugak 
mysteries and offered me a three-book contract. “What makes you 
think I can write any more of these?” said I. “Shut up and sign,” 

said she.

“Great,” I said when she called to tell me a Cold Day for Murder 
had been nominated for an Edgar award, “what’s an Edgar?”  
after a long pause, she explained. “Great,” I said. “Does any  

money come with it?”

It won in 1994. and the rest was madness. Now here’s book 20. 
and let me just say that the ending is going to frighten the living 

hell out of everyone...

DaNa STaBENOW
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      W
HAT HAvE I DONE? / AM

ANDA PROW
SE

01 FEBRUARY 2013
Fiction * 210x130mm * 336 pages

E 9781781852156 £4.99 * HB 9781781853788 * XTpB 9781781851043 £12.99
Territories: WORLD * Rights: Translation, US, Audio, Large Print

The heart-wrenching and utterly addictive story of one woman’s life  
after she kills the husband who abused her.

Kathryn Brooker is the headmaster’s wife. This morning, she will prune the 
schoolhouse flowerbeds and bake a cake for her son’s cricket match. This  

evening, she will kneel before her husband and await his punishment. For the 
sake of her children, she won’t make a sound. Her body is a latticework of scars. 

Tonight, after sixteen years of abuse, Kathryn Brooker will finally snap.  
She will take a paring knife from her pocket, and kill her husband. 

Tomorrow she will face prison, a trial, and the loss of her children.  
Only then can she begin, slowly, to rebuild her life.

aMaNDa PrOWSE lives in the West Country with her husband  
Simeon and their two boys, Ben and Josh.  

‘at the age of forty, I finally decided  
what I wanted to be when I grew up.  
a writer.  

all my novels share a common theme 
– they are contemporary stories with  
love at their core. My main characters  
are ordinary women who are placed in  
extraordinary, current, gritty situations.  
I like telling tales that look at how  
human nature reacts when tested to  
the very edge of its limits and how  
that nature triumphs, in the end.  

I suppose they also explore the flip-of-a-
coin moments that can have the most  
unimaginable consequences, just like  
real life.

Most of all, my ambition is to create  
stories that keep people from turning the 
bedside lamp off at night, great characters 
that ensure you take every step with them 
and tales that fill your head so you can’t 
possibly read another book until the  
memory fades...

aMaNDa PrOWSE available in PB
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      DADDY LOvE / JOYcE cAROL OATES

01 FEBRUARY 2013
Fiction * 228x145mm * 384 pages

E 9781781852477 £7.99 * HB 9781781850657 £16.99 * XTpB 9781781850664 £12.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN * Rights: Large Print

From the towering, terrifying imagination of Joyce Carol Oates,  
a controversial novel about every parent’s worst nightmare.   

 
Daddy Love, aka reverend Chester Cash, has for years abducted, tortured, and 
raped young boys. His latest victim is robbie, now renamed ‘Gideon’ and brain-
washed into believing that he is Daddy Love’s real son. any time the boy resists 

or rebels he is met with punishment beyond his wildest nightmares. 

as robbie grows older he begins to realize that the longer he is locked in the 
shackles of this demon, the greater the chance he’ll end up like Daddy Love’s 

other ‘sons’ who were never heard from again. Somewhere within this tortured 
boy lies a spark of rebellion... and soon he will see just what lengths he must go 

to in order to have any chance at survival. 

JOyCE CarOL OaTES is a giant of the literary world. She has written  
over seventy books and lives in New Jersey.

‘This writer is a phenomenon.’ 
Daily Mail

‘If the phrase ‘woman of letters’ existed, Joyce Carol Oates 
would be, foremost in this country, entitled to it.’ 

John Updike

‘Every single Oates novel I’ve read has added  
to my conviction that she is a genius.’ 

Independent on Sunday

‘One of the female frontrunners for the  
title of Great american Novelist.’ 

Sunday Times



DISCOVER THE BOOKS
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01 FEBRUARY 2013
Non Fiction/History * 228x145 mm * 512 pages

E 9781781852071 £12.99 * HB 9781781851036 £20
Territories: bcOM xcAN * Rights: Audio, Large Print

      THE RISE OF ROM
E / ANTHONY EvERITT

From anthony Everitt, bestselling author of acclaimed biographies of  
Cicero, augustus and Hadrian, comes a riveting, magisterial account of  

rome and its remarkable ascent: from obscure agrarian backwater to  
the greatest empire the world has ever known. 

Everitt fashions the story of rome’s rise to glory into an erudite page-turner  
via indelible portraits of the great romans (and non-romans) who left their 
mark on the mighty empire: from Cincinnatus to the brilliant general Scipio  
africanus; alexander the Great to Cato the Elder; Cicero to Julius Caesar.  
Outlining the ways in which unimaginable wealth and power corrupted the  

traditional virtues of the republic, Everitt shows how rome was left  
triumphant everywhere except within its own borders.

aNTHONy EVErITT is the bestselling author of the biographies  
Cicero, augustus, and Hadrian. He is a visiting professor at Nottingham  

Trent university and lives near Colchester.

CINCINNaTuS 520-430bc

rome’s legendary model citizen: the retired consul Cincinnatus was  
ploughing a field when informed that the Senate wanted him as dictator. 
He donned a toga and vanquished rome’s enemies within 16 days, before 

returning to plough his small farm. 

 aLEXaNDEr THE GrEaT 356-323bc

alexander the Great, undefeated in battle, was the creator of one of the  
largest Empires of the ancient world. Considered the greatest warrior of all 
time, his example would serve as a model for later generations of roman 

leaders, who self-consciously modelled themselves on his military prowess. 

 HaNNIBaL 247-183bc

Carthage’s generalissimo was one of the greatest military commanders  
of all time, and the sworn enemy of rome. Enjoying stupendous  

successes subjugating much of modern Spain, France, and Germany,  
during fifteen years as an occupying general in Italy, Hannibal carved  

great holes into the roman Empire

 SCIPIO 236-183bc

The charismatic young roman general, after capturing the stronghold  
of the Carthaginians and all of Northern Spain, served as consul and  

subdued North africa. Having been driven off by Hannibal earlier in his 
career, Scipio triumphed over his arch foe at Zama in 202bc. 

 JuLIuS CaESar 100-44bc

rome’s greatest general and statesman, Caesar amassed power  
through populist tactics, alienating the old roman elite (including  
Cicero). He extended roman territory enormously, and conquered  

both Gaul and Britain. 

 CICErO 106-43bc

The bête noir of the roman public and a constant antagonist of Caesar,  
Cicero was a statesman alternately loved and reviled. Philosopher,  
statesman, orator, lawyer, he expressed principles that became the  

bedrock of liberty in the modern world. 
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The gods are overthrown. The realm bleeds. The age of ruin is desperately in 
need of heroes. a fantasy series of epic potential. 

The Gods are dead. The Magelord Salazar and his magically enhanced troops, 
the augmentors, crush any dissent they find in the minds of the  

populace. On the other side of the Broken Sea, the White Lady plots  
the liberation of Dorminia, with her spymistresses, the Pale Women. 

Demons and abominations plague the Highlands.The world is desperately in 
need of heroes. But what they get instead are a ragtag band of old warriors, a 

crippled Halfmage, two children and a queerly capable manservant: the 
Grim Company.

LuKE SCuLL is the lead designer at game design company Ossian Studios.   
He lives and works in Warminster.
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an ancient Irish mystery. a ritualistic modern-day killer. Ireland’s first female 
detective, Katie Maguire, must find the connection.

On an isolated farm in southern Ireland, a decades-old grave houses the  
bones of eleven women. Detective Katie Maguire of the Irish Gardai is used to 

bloodshed, but these white bones speak of unimaginable butchery.

Not far away, a young female american tourist is at the mercy of a sadistic killer. 
His tools are a boning knife, twine, and a doll fashioned from rags and nails. 

The murder of his victims is secondary only to his pleasure at their pain.

While Katie’s marriage collapses around her, she must first solve an ancient 
celtic mystery if she is to catch the killer before he strikes again.

GraHaM MaSTErTON lived in Cork, Ireland for five years, where he began 
writing the Katie Maguire series. He is also a bestselling horror writer.

I WaNTED TO write a portrait of an Irish city which still finds it 
hard to forget the conflicts of the 1920s, which has a frightening 

underworld of unforgiving criminals, political activists and 
conscienceless chancers. and, of course, is steeped in Celtic 

mythology, a heritage and legacy that still affects Irish life today.

In terms of character, I especially enjoy writing about women. 
I find it a fascinating challenge. Katie Maguire is a determined 
young woman who has fought against unrelenting prejudice  

in the police force to achieve her high rank, but she still has to  
deal with day-to-day chauvinism, her collapsing marriage and  

her own fiery passions. 

This is the Ireland that the tourists never get to see.

GraHaM MaSTErTON
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      THE bOYFRIEND / THOM
AS PERRY

‘Only half a dozen suspense writers can deliver high-voltage shocks, vivid  
characters, and compelling narratives. Thomas Perry is one.’ STEPHEN KING

Private investigator Jack Till is an ex-LaPD homicide detective. When the  
parents of a recently murdered young girl ask for his help after the police come 

up empty, Till reluctantly takes the case. The victim had been working as a 
high-class prostitute, and as Till digs deeper he finds that she was one of several 

young female escorts killed in different cities in the same manner – all had  
strawberry blonde hair and all were shot with a 9mm in their home. 

as the body count rises, Till must risk his life to find a seductive and  
ruthless killer whose murderous spree masks a far deadlier agenda. 

THOMaS PErry is the author of 19 novels. He is an Edgar award-winner  
and a New York Times bestseller. He lives in Southern California. 

‘ingenious’
GEORGE PELEcANOS

‘irresistible’
NEW YoRk daIlY NEWs

‘Breathless’
NEW YoRk TIMEs

‘compelling’
STEPHEN KING
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Cat DeLuca’s short, stormy marriage was a crash course in infidelity – his, not 
hers. It taught her everything she needed to launch her own Detective agency. 

Cat DeLuca, recently divorced, owner of the Pants On Fire Detective agency, 
and the only daughter in a family of Chicago’s finest, doesn’t have any pity for 

unfaithful spouses. If they’re cheating, she’ll catch them. But this time her client 
seems to have set her on the case of an innocent man. 

In fact the suave and handsome Chance Savino isn’t even married.  
When Chance disappears after a bombing, Cat makes enquiries into her client. 
It transpires that her client rita Polansky is a journalist for the local paper, but 

when Cat tracks her to an apartment building, she finds Savino…  
standing over rita’s dead body.

K. J. LarSEN is the pen name of three sisters, Kari, Julianne, and Kristen  
Larsen. Cat DeLuca was born of their shared passion for mysteries. 

‘cat deluca  
is smart and charming, 

sure to appeal to fans of 
Janet Evanovich’s  
Stephanie plum’
library Journal

‘Janet Evanovich fans  
will relate to the humor,  

but under the fun is a plot 
with all the elements of a 

classic whodunit’
publishers Weekly

BooK 2
SEpTEmBER 2013

WWW.KJlARSENAUTHoR.com
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      THE POLITIcS OF HUM
ANITY / JOHN HOLM

ES

Why do Western nations seem to regard themselves as the ultimate saviours  
of those in need, when they are so clearly failing? 

as united Nations undersecretary General for Humanitarian affairs,  
John Holmes was sent to the world’s most troubled areas, where he  

experienced the bitter realities of humanitarian aid. 

From Sri Lanka to Darfur, Sudan to the DrC, he found that humanitarian 
programmes were mistrusted by both sides in any conflict, and that enormous 
international efforts to protect civilians and provide relief aid were continually 

frustrated by self-interested local politicians. The Politics of Humanity is a call  
to arms, a voice for victims and a searing indictment of the current state  

of humanitarian aid.  

JOHN HOLMES worked in the Foreign Office for 34 years before taking up  
the role of uN uSG for Humanitarian affairs in 2007.  

DARFUR
3.6 million people are dependent on international aid.

a third of people in need are beyond the reach of humanitarian workers.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
45,000 people die each month in the world’s deadliest conflict  
since World War II. Children account for 47% of those deaths.

SAHEL REGION (Borders of the Sahara) 
In the most serious developing crisis today, poor harvests and high  

global food prices threaten the lives of more than 18 million people.

SUDAN
2,000 children arrive at overcrowded refugee  

camps in South Sudan every day.

‘I have no silver bullet, but if there is one thing I would offer,  
it is the need to understand the roots of conflict and political  

problems, in all their complexities. Media coverage is not  
interested in nuance and the experts are not listened to because  
what they say is not black and white enough to conform to our  
prejudices. Learning that lesson, as we should have done from  

Iraq and Afghanistan, would be truly valuable. The politics  
of humanity need to be understood, and shared.’

JOHN HOLMES
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      LONG LIvE THE KING / FAY W
ELDON

The second novel in Fay Weldon’s Love & Inheritance trilogy, following the 
lives and loves of an aristocratic family at the turn of the nineteenth century. 

The year is 1901 and London Society is in a frenzy of anticipation for the  
coronation of Edward VII. Lord and Lady Dilberne, their fortune restored by 
their son’s recent marriage to a Chicago heiress, are caught up in the lavish  

preparations from their home in Belgrave Square.  
 

But while they fuss over diamonds and ball-gowns, their sixteen-year-old niece, 
adela, has joined a troupe of spiritualists. as the Dilbernes seek to avoid scan-
dal, it falls to Viscount arthur and his new wife to bring her back to the fold.

Fay Weldon’s wit, wisdom and warmth brings this collision of  
Edwardian worlds to fabulous, exuberant life. 

Fay WELDON has written over thirty books. She lives on a hill-top in Dorset.
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      bREAKING POINT / c. J. bOx

Ordinary man. Extraordinary hero. Blockbusting new instalment 
 in the bestselling Joe Pickett series.

Lyle Pendergast was a hard-working, upright local business owner. But two  
men have been murdered. and all signs point to Pendergast as the killer.

The problem is, he’s just disappeared. Game warden Joe Pickett is organising 
the manhunt, but as he investigates he begins to wonder: was Lyle’s family really 

torn apart by debt? Did he really crack because his land was under threat? 

as Pickett gets closer to the truth, he realises powerful forces want Lyle not just 
caught, but dead... and the same goes for anyone who stands in their way.

C.J. BOX is the winner of the anthony award, Prix Calibre 38 (France), the 
Macavity award, the Gumshoe award, the Barry award, and is an Edgar award 

and L.a. Times Book Prize finalist. He lives in Wyoming.

WHEN I THINK of Joe Pickett, I don’t think of an action hero,  
or a smooth operator, or an actor. I always picture him as he is:  
alone in his pickup truck, accompanied by his dog, perched on  
a mountain under a huge blue sky, contemplating hundreds of  
miles of raw Wyoming landscape laid out in front of him.

Joe Pickett has been through some harrowing adventures, and  
committed acts that continue to haunt him. But through it all,  
he has remained true to himself and his family. I’ve been surprised  
and gratified how the character of Joe Pickett has resonated with  
readers across the country and in twenty-two languages.

Joe doesn’t enter every fight with any agenda other than to 
do the right thing. It’s his fatal flaw. Wish him luck.
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      LAST SNOW
 / ERIc vAN LUSTbADER

The second book in the Jack McClure series from Eric Van Lustbader,  
the author of robert Ludlum’s Jason Bourne series.

an american senator, supposedly on a political trip to the ukraine, turns up 
dead on the island of Capri. When the President asks him to find out how and 

why, Jack McClure sets out from Moscow across Eastern Europe, following a 
perilous trail of diplomats, criminals and corrupt politicians. 

as he struggles to unearth the answers he seeks, hunted by everyone from the 
russian mafia to the ukrainian police to his own NSa, McClure learns just how 
far up the american and russian political ladders corruption and treachery has 
reached. and though Jack’s abilities are as good as it gets, there is much more to 

gain – and lose – on this journey than the truth about the Senator.

ErIC VaN LuSTBaDEr is the author of more than twenty-five novels,  
which have been translated into over twenty languages.

JAcK mcclURE 

‘Rarely have I read a book that grabs you so fast in the opening scene,  
then keeps up the pace until the very last page. Goodbye, sleep; hello,  

First daughter.’ JEFFERY dEAvER

‘I’ve long been a fan of Eric van Lustbader, and he’s at his heart-pounding  
best with First daughter. Here are the chills you’ve been looking for.’  

TESS GERRiTSEN 

‘The master of the smart thriller.’ NElSoN dEmillE

‘Action, suspense and politics blended to perfection by a master.  
An automatic buy-today-read-tonight author for me.’  

lEE cHild

BEREAvEd FATHER – pRESidENTiAl AdviSoR   
ATF AGENT FoR THE UNiTEd STATES GovERNmENT

Don’t miss the 
first episode
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      GREAT LIvES

The New York Times bestseller: a magnificent  
and memorable portrait of one of the truly great 
female rulers of history.

Pulitzer Prize-winner Massie’s beguiling biography 
of Catherine is a sympathetic, humane masterwork 
that reads like a novel. Daughter of an impover-
ished Prussian aristocrat, Catherine was married at 
16 to the heir to the throne of russia: a man she 
would later lead an army to depose. after 34 years 
of autocratic rule she would come to be fondly  
remembered as one of russia’s greatest rulers.
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The astonishing story of Caterina Sforza, whose life 
crossed the firmament of High renaissance Italy 
like a shooting star.

She was painted by Botticelli and slandered by 
Machiavelli; she led troops into battle, married a 
Medici, and was imprisoned and raped by a Borgia. 
Caterina Sforza lived only 46 years, but in that time 
she bore eight children, buried three husbands, 
commanded armies to defend her city-state of Forli 
and became one of the most famous and remark-
able characters of the renaissance. 

The action-packed life of one of the most  
successful roman Emperors.

ruler of rome for 21 years, Hadrian presided over 
the Empire’s expansion to its greatest extent:  
fortifying its borders and Hellenizing its cultural 
life. Making splendid use of recently discovered 
archaeological materials and his own exhaustive 
research, Everitt sheds new light on one of the  
most important figures of the ancient world.

robert K. Massie’s Pulitzer Prize-winning study of 
the Tsar who brought russia from darkness into 
light remains the essential portrait of this great  
man and his era.

The magnificent story of Peter the Great, crowned 
at the age of ten, unfurls against the monumental 
canvasses of seventeenth and eighteenth century 
Europe and russia. a barbarous, volatile, feudal 
Tsar with a taste for torture; a progressive and  
enlightened political and scientific reformer; a  
statesman of vision and colossal significance,  
Peter embodied the greatest strengths and  
weaknesses of russia.
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a dazzling, multi-layered thriller set in modern-day Venice. 
First in the Carnivia Trilogy.

THE VICTIM: a body has washed up from the Grand Canal. a woman,  
wearing the robes of a priest – a desecration known as The abomination.

THE INVESTIGaTOr: The trail leads Captain Kat Tapo from the backstreets 
of Venice to an abandoned Catholic asylum. Then the case is shut down. Why?

THE MaSKED CITy: In an encrypted online simulation of Venice, secrets are 
shared, and anonymity guaranteed. It’s the only place Kat can seek the truth.  

THE CONSPIraCy: In the dark depths of post-war politics, Europe’s history 
was re-written in blood. Now powerful people want the past to stay buried...

JONaTHaN HOLT read English at Oxford, and is now the creative director  
of an advertising agency. He lives in London.

      THE AbOM
INATION / JONATHAN HOLTTHE 

ABOMINATION
I WaS HOOKED from the very first page, where a murdered 

woman is washed up from the Grand Canal in the middle of one of 
Venice’s masked carnivals. What starts as a chilling murder mystery 
becomes the unravelling of a conspiracy so disturbingly plausible it 
sends shivers down your spine. This is a book with a gripping plot, 
complex characters and a moral core. The last time I felt this way 

about a submission, it was The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo.
Laura PaLMEr, Editorial Director 

THE aBOMINaTION FIrST made landfall at Head of Zeus at 
12.42 pm on Friday 17 august. I’ve made a note of the date because 

I hope this may prove to be a defining moment in our history. By 
august 22, six members of the team had already read the book, and 
enthusiasm was high. On 27 august our robust three-book offer was 
accepted by Jonathan Holt’s agent, and on 28 august the deal was 
sealed over lunch with the author at Mon Plaisir. as I write this on 
3 September, our rights Director Lisa Brännström is conducting 
auctions for translation rights in 4 countries. Head of Zeus will  

publish The abomination in May 2013. With fireworks.
aNTHONy CHEETHaM, Chairman
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      THE DETEcTIvE’S DAUGHTER / LESLEY THOM
SON

a woman reconnects with her dead father by solving the murder case  
that obsessed him in life. 

Summer, 1981: the body of Kate rokesmith is found by the river Thames in 
London. Her four-year-old son is wandering nearby, traumatised and mute.  
Detective Inspector Darnell cancels yet another trip he had promised his  

daughter and heads for the scene of the crime. The murder is never solved.

Winter, 2011: Stella Darnell is annoyed to have her routine interrupted by the 
news that her father has died of a heart attack. Dutifully sorting his belongings, 
she finds the case papers for the Kate rokesmith murder gathering dust in his 
attic. Stella cannot resist the lure of bringing order to chaos. red pen in hand, 

she determines to find the killer.

LESLEy THOMSON is the author of a kind of Vanishing.  
She lives in Lewes with her partner.

a GOOD LIar believes their own lies.  
as a storyteller, I believe my own story.  
If I don’t then no one else will. Central  
to the establishment of this truth are  
characters and location. To know the  
characters I must know the streets 
through which they walk, the pavements, 
the paths and the muddied grass on 
which they step. I must see them in  
their landscape... 

Blinding sunshine bakes the mud to  
clay. Sunk into its oozing surface are bits  
of brick, twists of rope, broken bottles; flotsam 
and jetsum. along the top of the wall is a 
trellis, a glimpse of a shrub, signifying prosaic 
domesticity beyond the frame of the image. 
Here is generic familiarity: weeds sprout from  
a retaining wall that is held fast with steel 
bolts. Some bricks are green with moss and 
slime, the strata pattern marking the high 
water levels. 

When the writing is going well I  
write what I see. I have purloined  
this place: in broad daylight  
its truth is hidden.

LESLEy THOMSON
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      W
HAT cOM

ES NExT / JOHN KATZENbAcH

a heart-stopping thriller about the race to save a young woman  
from the hands of a sadistic couple. an international bestseller.

after receiving a diagnosis of degenerative dementia, a slow but sure death  
sentence, adrian Thomas, a retired professor, decides to go home and shoot 

himself, but fate intervenes when he witnesses a man and a woman in an  
unmarked van kidnap 16-year-old runaway Jennifer riggins. 

Jennifer awakes blindfolded and gagged, strapped to a metal bed frame.  
Her clothes have been removed. The webcam above turns to ‘live feed’  

as an email has goes out: Victim Number 4 lives today. But what will  
happen tomorrow? Can the professor save Jennifer?

. 
JOHN KaTZENBaCH has written ten previous novels,  

including the New York Times bestseller, The Traveler. 
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BrITaNNIa, 95 aD: a raw province on the frontier of a vast Empire.  
Life is cheap. and so is death…

In late December, 95 aD, roman settlers in Britannia are preparing to celebrate 
Saturnalia. aurelia Marcella’s plans for a peaceful holiday are shattered when 
her brother brings bad news: an enemy in rome is trying to destroy her family 

by spreading rumours that they are plotting against Caesar. 

Her brother has lost his job as a government investigator, the mansio is menaced 
by a gang of native criminals and when a party of rich, demanding travellers  

arrive, their quarrels and violence spill over into aurelia’s household. Then the 
Saturnalia banquet, highlight of the festival, culminates in tragic death...

JaNE FINNIS read history at the university of London before working as a 
radio producer for BBC radio. She now lives in east yorkshire and spends her 

time researching and writing about the roman Empire.

The Oak Tree Inn on the road 
to Eburacum is owned by twin  
siblings – Aurelia Marcella,  
an incisive and busy innkeeper,  
and her brother Lucius.

Aurelia and Lucius are settlers in 
Britannia who fled Pompeii  

after the eruption of Vesuvius. 

They have chosen to live  
in a raw frontier province. where 
tensions run high and death is 

never far away.

Also Available Coming Soon Coming Soon
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      TYRANT OF THE M
IND / PRIScILLA ROYAL

a chilling mystery series: greed, lust, violence and murder  
disrupt monastic life in 13th Century Britain.

In the winter of 1271, Death stalks the corridors of Wynethorpe Castle on  
the Welsh border. When the Grim reaper touches the beloved grandson of the  

castle lord, Baron adam sends for his daughter, Prioress Eleanor of Tyndal,  
and her sub-infirmarian, Sister anne, to save the child with prayers and  

healing talents. 

Soon after the trio arrives, an important guest is murdered. The prioress’ 
brother robert, bloody dagger in hand, stands over the corpse. all others may 

believe in his guilt, but Eleanor is convinced her brother is innocent.

PrISCILLa rOyaL is the author of eight books in the Medieval Mysteries  
series. She was born in Seattle, grew up in British Columbia and now lives  

in Northern California. 

‘To my mind, the Middle ages are complex and  
rich, yet subtle, without the flashing opulence  
of the renaissance. 

I thought it would be fun to play with the issue  
of transitioning generations. When Henry III’s  
son, Edward I, arrived, he was a man who tried  
to be his father’s opposite. relative peace exploded 
into many wars. Bled dry by taxes and fees, all Jews 
were expelled from England. The Church rejected  
debate, choosing violence to silence dissent. 
 
I love series so planned a long one. as a reader,  
I love settling in with a world and its inhabitants, 
watching the evolution of both, and eagerly  
awaiting the next book. How will the author  
entertain, surprise and inform me next? as a  
writer, I discovered the joy of slow character  
development, balancing humor and tension. 

a series is like a marriage. To be successful,  
it needs work, trust and dedication.’

PrISCILLa rOyaL

‘Priscilla royal is one of 
my favorite mystery writers. 
High suspense and a strong 
medieval ambience — who 
could ask for more?’

SHarON Kay PENMaN

also available,  
volume I
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      ISAAc’S ARM
Y / M

ATTHEW
 bRZEZINSKI

an untold story: the action-packed, heroic tale of the  
Jewish armed resistance to the Nazi invasion of Poland.  

In the 1930s, Warsaw was a cosmopolitan city. Larger than Chicago, host to an 
extremely vibrant social scene with a rich cultural life, few could believe that all 

this was about to be swept away. as the Nazi invasion became reality, a ragtag un-
derground army calling itself the Jewish resistance Force fell into shape around 
the handsome, quick-witted Isaac Zuckerman. Impossibly daring and battling the 
most unfavourable odds imaginable, the JrF managed to hold out until the end 

of the war, when fewer than a hundred original members survived. Brzezinski 
humanizes this cinematic account of resistance with the personal stories of the 
individual combatants. a paean to the resilience of the human spirit in the face 

of apocalyptic horror, Isaac’s army is as moving and powerful as any novel. 

MaTTHEW BrZEZINSKI was the Warsaw correspondent for the  
New York Times, and the Moscow correspondent for the wall Street Journal.

‘The first thing Warsaw’s newly appointed District  
Governor Dr. Ludwig Fisher did upon assuming his post  

was to go villa-shopping in the resort suburb of Konstancin,  
Poland’s Beverly Hills. He selected the art Deco mansion of 

industrialist Gustav Wertheim, which was known as Villa Julia, 
after  Wertheim’s Jewish wife, art collector Julia Kramsztyk. 
Villa Julia had been  famous before the war for the concerts 

and charity balls held there, parties  that attracted a who’s who 
of Warsaw’s cultural elite, including many best-selling writers. 
Julia Kramstztyk had been a formidable social doyenne and  
a much-admired hostess. Her support could launch a young 
artist’s career and an invitation to Villa Julia could propel  
ambitious guests up the social ladder. It was unheard of  
for Julia Kramstzyk to be turned down and she was not a  

woman who was easily intimidated. When she protested the 
confiscation of her 14,000–square foot home, Governor  

Fischer’s henchmen dragged her out on to the garden terrace 
and shot her through the head.’
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      TRAITOR’S GATE /  M
IcHAEL RIDPATH

a nerve-shredding thriller based around the first plot to kill Hitler,  
the story of a secret conflict ignited on the eve of World War Two. 

Conrad de Lancey is a young, upper-class man who, disillusioned by his  
experiences fighting with the International Brigade in Spain, moves to Berlin  

to write an exposé on what’s really happening in Hitler’s Germany. 

Following the death of his cousin Joachim at the hands of the SS, Conrad  
meets up with Theo von Hertenberg, a university friend from their years  

together at Oxford. Conrad and Theo become involved in the beginning of  
the German army’s resistance to Hitler’s increasingly aggressive stance towards 

the rest of Europe. as the stakes grow, allegiances are questioned and both  
men find they stand to lose everything — and everyone — they hold dear.

MICHaEL rIDPaTH spent eight years as a bond trader in the City before 
giving up his job to write full-time. He has been translated into ten languages.

In 1938 Europe stood on the 
brink of fighting a second war 
to end all wars – only 20 years 
after the first. But a range of 
beliefs– pacifism, patriotism, 
socialism, anti-socialism and 
democracy – combined with  
fear of global slaughter meant 
what would happen next was  
by no means certain. 

amidst the diplomatic  
manoeuvres that led to the  
Munich conference – “peace  
in our time” – there was a  
secret plot, a conspiracy  
involving some of Germay’s 
most powerful generals to  
remove Hitler if he declared  
war on Czechoslovakia.

This clandestine struggle,  
in which deeply-held loyalties  
were tested to destruction 
seemed to me the perfect  
setting for a novel.

MICHaEL rIDPaTH 
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      THE REvISED FUNDAM
ENTALS OF cAREGIvING / JONATHAN EvISON

absorbing, uplifting, funny and sad: a disabled teenager and his  
clueless caregiver embark on the roadtrip of a lifetime.

Ben was once a stay-at-home dad. Now, left with no home and no family after a 
tragic accident, he is trying to rebuild his life with a career in caregiving. His first 

client is Trev, a sarcastic teenager with muscular dystrophy. 

When Trev gets a message from his estranged father, Ben breaks all the rules of 
caregiving by taking Trev on a road trip to visit him. Heading west via such road-
side attractions as The Biggest Pit in the World and The Mormon Tabernacle, 

Ben and Trev crack jokes about girls, argue about fathers, philosophise about life 
and, slowly, start to mend their broken hearts.

JONaTHaN EVISON is the author of the critically acclaimed novels all about 
Lulu and west of Here. He lives on an island in western Washington. ‘Jonathan Evison is a gifted raconteur with a wicked 

sense of humor and an unflagging empathy for 
 humankind in all its sad, foible-filled magnificence.’  

PaTrICK DEWITT, MaN BOOKEr-SHOrTLISTED  
auTHOr OF THE SISTErS BrOTHErS 
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      bURNT NORTON / cAROLINE SANDON

Dark and shocking, Burnt Norton portrays the disintegration and the 
destruction of a dynasty by a man overwhelmed by obsession.

1731: When his youngest son is killed in a tragic accident, Sir William Keyt,  
master of Norton House, buries himself in his fortune. The erection of a  

second vast mansion on his grounds becomes his driving obsession and Keyt 
can tolerate no obstacle to his desires — including his surviving son’s love for a 

young maidservant. Molly Johnson has captured the heart of the heir to Norton 
House, dividing the household and the family she serves. 

Driven mad with lust and jealousy, Sir William Keyt sets about destroying  
Molly’s honour and her spirit, breaking the heart of his son and, ultimately, 

bringing about the ruin and alienation of his family. 

CarOLINE SaNDON lives with her family at Burnt Norton in  
Gloucestershire, the scene of tragedy that inspired T.S. Eliot’s famous quartets. 

aLTHOuGH BurNT NOrTON has only been my home for  
14 of its 500 years, I am now completely immersed in its rich and 

diverse story. Norton House acquired its Burnt epithet shortly after 
a disturbed Sir William Keyt set fire to himself and his house in 
1741. His troubles started with an affair with his wife’s maid, and 

spiralled after his attempted murder of the butler. 

Two centuries later, T.S. Eliot stumbled across the gardens and  
was moved to write the first of his ‘Four Quartets’. 

Like the many others before me, I am enchanted by Burnt Norton 
and its gardens. When the empty pools are blanketed in snow, I 

have a feeling that time stands still. In summer, when my children 
are playing and the dogs are racing around, Burnt Norton is once 
again full of life and energy. It is a privilege to be part of the latest 
chapter in Burnt Norton’s history and a pleasure to have written 

about one part of its story.

CarOLINE SaNDON
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a religious storm threatens the stability of the Empire in the second  
instalment of the Death in Byzantium series.

It is aD 529 and Constantinople is a city simmering on the edge of chaos,  
a maelstrom of creeds, cults and cultures. at is heart lies the Great Palace  

and the imperial court of the roman Empire, a seething knot of ambition,  
competition, intrigue and treachery.

John the Eunuch, Lord Chamberlain to the Emperor Justinian,  
is faced with a particularly byzantine problem: he must discover why three  

of Constantinople’s holy stylites have burned to death as they stand  
atop their pillars – just as a heretical preacher foretold they would.  

The hand of God or mortal? John must find out before hell is unleashed.

M. E. MayEr are husband-and-wife team Mary reed and Eric Mayer.  
They are the author of nine books featuring John, the Lord Chamberlain.

‘AN OUTSTANDING HISTORICAL  
MYSTERY SERIES’ PUBLISHERS WEEkLY
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ALEENY

01 JUNE 2013
Fiction/crime * 198x129 mm * 336 pages
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Territories: bcOM xcAN * Rights: Large Print

Introducing the San Francisco Noir series, starring a wisecracking  
ex-detective and a beautiful, deadly Chinese assassin. 

When a container ship of illegal Chinese immigrants runs aground on alcatraz 
Island, the authorities find the crew have been slaughtered like cattle. Private 

Investigator Cape Weathers is afraid that his friend and sometime partner Sally 
Mei, a fugitive Triad assassin, might have been the killer.

But Sally has disappeared, and Weathers is terrified that the past she has tried so 
desperately to elude has finally caught up with her. San Francisco comes alive in 

Tim Maleeny’s raucous, no-holds-barred debut thriller. 

TIM MaLEENy is the winner of a Macavity award. His short fiction appears in 
alfred Hitchcock’s Mystery Magazine, ellery Queen, and Crimespree Magazine.
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comiNG SooN: 
GREASiNG THE piñATA

SAN FRANciSco NoiR BooK 2

WWW.TimmAlEENY.com

‘ToUGH, oRiGiNAl, compElliNG...  
A pERFEcT THRillER’ 

lEE cHild

‘mAdcAp ENTERTAiNmENT,  
FAST FUNNY ANd FAB’

JoHN lEScRoART

‘dASHiEll HAmmETT’S SAN FRANciSco  
GETS dicEd, SpicEd, ANd SERvEd Up  

liKE A KUNG FU FEvER dREAm’
mARK HASKEll SmiTH
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“Kate Shugak is the answer  
if you are looking for something 
unique in the crowded field of 
crime fiction.” 
Michael Connelly

“Cleverly conceived and crisply 
written thrillers that provide 
a provocative glimpse of life as 
it is lived, and justice as it is 
served, on america’s last fron-
tier.” San Diego Union-Tribune

“Historical mystery, burglaries, 
beatings, and general mayhem… 
The plot bursts with colour and 
characters… If you have in mind 
a long trip anywhere this is the 
book to put in your backpack.” 
washington Times   

“The Conductor reads like a 
proper up-all-night page- 
turner, but it also goes deeper 
than that, conveying the  
extraordinary life-saving  
properties of music, and hope.”
Observer 

01 JANUARY 2013

01 JANUARY 2013

01 JANUARY 2013

Fiction * 198x129mm * 304pp
E 9781908800824 £7.99
pB 9781908800428 £7.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN xANZ 
Rights: Audio, Large Print

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 304pp
pB 9781908800411 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Audio, Large Print

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 304pp
pB 9781908800404 £6.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Audio, Large Print

01 JANUARY 2013
Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 304pp
pB 9781908800398 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN 
Rights: Audio, Large Print

Pa P E r B aC K  T I T L E S
J a N ua ry  2 013  –  J u N E  2 013

HEAD OF ZEUS
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JOHN LOCKE: 2 MILLION 
COPIES aND COuNTING…

Would you give up the woman 
you love if her death could save 
millions?

“a splendidly fun romp.”
The Times 

“Hugely enjoyable.” Tatler 

“Dynamic, progressive and 
convincing.” Sunday Telegraph 

“When I’m casting about 
for an antidote to the sugary 
female sleuths… Kate Shugak, 
the aleut private investigator 
in Dana Stabenow’s alaskan 
mysteries, invariably comes to 
mind.” New York Times  

01 FEBRUARY 2013

01 FEBRUARY 2013

01 FEBRUARY 2013

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 304pp
pB 9 9781908800442 £6.99 
Territories:  bcOM xcAN 
Rights:  Audio, Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 320pp
E 9781908800831 £7.99
pB 9781908800435 £7.99 
Territories: WORLD
Rights: US, Audio, Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 288pp
E 9781781852415 £4.99
pB 9781781852408 £6.99 
Territories:  bcOM xcAN
Rights:  Audio, Large Print

JOHN LOCKE: 2 MILLION 
COPIES aND COuNTING…

Could you leave behind all 
you’ve ever known, for the life 
you’ve always wanted?

JOHN LOCKE: 2 MILLION 
COPIES aND COuNTING…

Be careful what you wish for… 
you might just get it.

01 FEBRUARY 2013

01 FEBRUARY 2013

Fiction * 198x129mm * 288pp
E 9781781852392 £4.99
pB 9781781852385 £6.99 
Territories:  bcOM xcAN 
Rights:  Audio, Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 288pp
E 9781781852378 £4.99
pB 9781781852361 £6.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Audio, Large Print

mAvERicK BRiTiSH AGENT dR ToBY ASHE iS iNvESTiGATiNG  
A BomBiNG iN iSTANBUl.

His only real clue is an anonymous message about 
the ‘children of Seth’. A clue which leads him to an 

ancient tribal people who may carry the original 
genetic pattern of Adam…

a secret written in the blood  
at the dawn of history...
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an ancient religion, a modern 
weapon...

Maverick British agent and ex-
pert in the occult Dr Toby ashe 
has been tasked to investigate a 
bombing in Istanbul. 

“Janet Evanovich fans will 
relate to the humor, but under 
the fun is a plot with all the 
elements of a classic whodunit.” 
Publishers weekly

“an extraordinary and harrow-
ing novel about how the most 
powerful Christian church in 
the most powerful country on 
earth systematically covered up 
one of the most horrific scandals 
of our time.” Sunday Herald

01 m
ARcH 2013

01 m
ARcH 2013

Fiction * 198x129mm * 576pp
E 9781908800954 £7.99
pB 9781908800510 £8.99 
Territories: WORLD
Rights: US, Translation, Audio, Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm* 288pp
E 9781908800916 £4.99
pB 9781908800312 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Large Print

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 496pp
E 9781908800848 £7.99
pB 9781908800473 £6.99 
Territories: WORLD
Rights: US, Translation, Audio, Large Print

“Stabenow is blessed with a rich 
prose style and a fine eye for 
detail. an outstanding series.” 
washington Post

01 m
ARcH 2013

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 304pp
pB 9781908800497 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Audio, Large Print

01 m
ARcH 2013
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“Impressively researched and 
closely imagined. an exciting, 
spirited and ambitious tale.” 
Andrew Miller

“roman Games is brilliant. a 
fantastic weave of fact with fic-
tion conjures a brutal vision of 
rome, rigid with hierarchy and 
fear.’ Robert Fabbri

“Writes like a wounded angel.” 
Peter Straub

“Cook has long been one of my 
favourite writers.”
Harlan Coben

“Hammett was the ace  
performer. he did over and  
over again what only the best 
writers ever do at all.” 
Raymond Chandler 

“a dynamite combination  
of atmosphere, action, and  
character.” Booklist 

“With a rich style and a fine 
eye for detail, an outstanding 
series.” washington Post

01 m
AY 2013

01 m
AY 2013

01 m
AY 2013

01 m
AY 2013

01 m
AY 2013

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 304pp
pB 9781908800602 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Audio, Large Print

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 240pp
E 9781781850442 £7.99
pB 9781908800626 £7.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN 
Rights: Large Print

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 304pp
E 9781781850398 £7.99
pB 9781908800657 £7.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 272pp
E 9781908800961 £4.99
pB 9781908800527 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 496pp
E 9781908800862 £7.99
pB 9781908800596 £7.99 
Territories: WORLD 
Rights: US, Audio, Large Print

MaDrID, 1953
He was the cold steel behind 
Franco’s regime. The fear 
behind Franco’s power. 
57 years ago, Comandante 
Leopoldo Guzmán disappeared, 
but his secrets live on.

“If that gaudy, blood-drenched 
HBO series rome makes you 
want to know what everyday life 
was really like for the romans, 
Jane Finnis is the writer for 
you.” Chicago Tribune

“Darned close to being the 
perfect historical mystery.” 
Booklist

“an outstanding historical 
series.” Publishers weekly 

“Fast and furious adventure.” 
kirkus

“One of the strongest voices in 
crime fiction.”  
Seattle Times

01 ApRil 2013

01 ApRil 2013

01 ApRil 2013

01 ApRil 2013

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 304pp
pB 9781908800541 £6.99
Territories:bcOM xcAN 
Rights: Audio, Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 320pp
E 9781908800893 £4.99
pB 9781781851968 £6.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN 
Rights: Large Print

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 368pp
E 9781908800886 £4.99
pB 9781908800305 £6.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 592pp
E 9781781850435 £7.99
pB 9781908800671 £7.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Audio, Large Print

“anyone who hasn’t read Pris-
cilla royal’s mysteries yet is in 
for a treat. She paints the 13th 
century in bold, convincing 
colors and portrays its people 
with style, suspense and wit.”
Sharon Kay Penman

01 ApRil 2013

Fiction * 198x129mm * 256pp
E 9781908800909 £4.99
pB 9781908800299 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Large Print
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a charming, subversive fable 
about one man and his elk. 
From the bestselling Norwegian 
novelist, Erlend Loe.

“Oates is a phenomenon.”  
Daily Mail

“If the phrase ‘woman of  
letters’ existed, Oates would be 
foremost entitled to it.” 
John Updike

“Jameson writes like an angel 
on speed. Ellroy and sometimes 
rankin walk you to the dark 
side brilliantly. Something You 
are is no less gripping, shocking 
and relentless.” Q magazine

      PAPERbAcKS / JUNE

01 JUNE 2013

“Madcap entertainment –
fast funny and fab.” 
John Lescroart

“Tough, original, compelling – 
a perfect thriller.” Lee Child

“Excellent… No one writes 
more vividly about the hard-
ships and rewards of living in 
the unforgiving alaskan wilder-
ness. This is a richly rewarding 
series that continues to grow in 
power.” Publishers weekly 

01 JUNE 2013

01 JUNE 2013
01 JUNE 2013

01 JUNE 2013

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm  * 304pp
pB 9781908800640 £6.99
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Audio, Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 336pp
E 9781908800923 £4.99
pB 9781908800459 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 144pp
E 9781781851128 £7.99
pB 9781781851951 £7.99 
Territories: WORLD
Rights: US, Audio, Large Print

Fiction * 198x129mm * 384pp
E 9781781850510 £7.99
pB 9781908800664 £7.99
Territories: bcOM x cAN 
Rights: Large Print

Fiction/crime * 198x129mm * 352pp
E 9781781850503 £4.99
pB 9781908800633 £7.99 
Territories: WORLD
Rights: US, Audio, Large Print

“rarely have I read a book that 
grabs you so fast in the opening 
scene then keeps up the pace 
until the very last page. Good-
bye sleep, hello First Daughter.”
Jeffery Deaver

01 JUNE 2013

Fiction * 198x129mm* 432pp
E 9781781850541 £6.99
pB 9781908800336 £6.99 
Territories: bcOM xcAN
Rights: Audio, Large Print
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